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Surveys show that people who have insight and
knowledge of their own personal values   are more

committed and motivated - both in their private
life and at work.

VALUE ADD FOR WORK AND LIFE

SUSTAINABLE
ORGANIZATIONS ARE

VALUES-DRIVEN. 

INSIGHT INTO PERSONAL VALUES   IS THE KEY TO
COMMITMENT AND MOTIVATION.

Values are at the core of who we are, 
both as individuals and organizations.

 

Value.Online maps are based on research and
theories of consciousness, and adult

development of, among others: Erik H. Erikson,
Jean Piaget, Robert Kegan, Abraham Maslow,

Lawrence Kohlberg, Frederic Laloux and Bill
Torbert. 

MAP YOUR PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE
VALUES. 

In a consciously value-driven
organizational culture, transition and
changes are perceived as natural since
everyone knows what to do and why.
When employees can identify with the
organization's purpose and culture, their
motivation contributes to higher
commitment and goal fulfillment.

 

The basis for creating a collaborative culture and value
congruence within a team is when each individual
understands and can communicate their personal

values   and driving forces to the others in the group.
The most significant benefit of the team values

experience is that people shift from talking (I-centric) to
listening to connect (we-centric).  

MOVING FROM "I" TO "WE"

VALUE WORK FOR INDIVIDUALS 
Clarity and knowledge of our own values
  make it easier to prioritize and make
decisions. When we find coherence
between our own values   and those 
 within our organization, the effect is
even greater. Stress and anxiety
associated with work is reduced.

THE VALUES PROCESS

Value.Online is a unique, interactive tool
for ranking personal values. This is not a
test or analysis. You simply rank what is
most important to you and this generates
an overview map of which values   are most
important. The stories behind and the
connection between values are where the
process becomes fascinating and "sticky". 

VALUES WORK FOR
ORGANIZATIONS

https://www.value.se/en/point-of-value
https://drivenpros.com/private-client-services/modern-workplace-solutions-employee-engagement/
https://www.value.se/en/point-of-value

